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ריב סעיפים א, בסימן   

 הלכות עיקר וטפל

In this week’s discussion, we will consider one of the 

more complex and challenging areas of birchas 

hanehenin – the principles underlying Ikar V’tafel. 

The Shulchan Aruch (212: 1) rules that when a 

primary food (Ikar) is consumed together with a 

secondary food (tafel), a beracha on the ikar exempts 

the tafel from a beracha rishona and brocha achrona.  

The tafel assumes the characteristics of the ikar and 

so the beracha on the ikar becomes the brocha on 

the ikar as well as the tafel.  

In order to answer which singular beracha is made 

on such 2 foods, we first need to take a step back 

and define exactly what situations of food 

combinations constitute genuine cases of ikar v’tafel 

and following that, we can then proceed to reach a 

determination as to which of the 2 foods is in fact 

the ikar and is most deserving of the beracha. In 

regard to the latter, generally speaking, the food 

which is most central to the combined 

dish or most desired is considered the 

ikar. It is understood that whilst in some 

cases this may be a subjective decision 

that varies from person to person, in 

other cases   this decision may indeed be 

indeterminate and, in such a scenario, we 

are directed to consider the food item 

which exists in greater amount in the mixture.  

In the following discussion, we will demonstrate 

routine ikar v’tafel applications and we will also see 

that there are a   number of prima facie cases that 

seem to satisfy the definitions but in actual fact 

represent cases of 2 “Ikrim” over which 2 berachas 

need to be made. 

Case 1  

The Mishna Berura (212: §6) describes what is 

probably one of the easier cases to conceive of viz, 

where one food is present to enhance the flavor of 

another food –for example a salad dressing added to 

a salad. In this case, it is easy to identify the salad as 

the ikar as clearly the salad is the desired component 

(one would not eat the dressing by itself). Another 

example would be a cracker or piece of bread with 

jam – the cracker or bread is clearly the ikar and 

desired component and the jam is there to merely 

enhance the taste of the cracker. The berachas will 

be Haadoma and Mezonos or Hamotzi respectively. 

What is not so clear in this type of category is the 

common scenario of herring on a cracker. The ikar in 

this situation (as defined by personal preference) 

may be the herring, the cracker or both and so the 

beracha(s) to make in this case would be extremely 

subjective.  

Case 2  

Another conceptually easy case of ikar v’tafel is cited 

by the Shulchan Aruch previously (204: 12). There 

the Mechaber cites the case of foods used in a 

mixture for purposes other than their taste, such as 

a binding agent, for their pleasant smell or even for 

decorative purposes. In all these cases 

these foods are considered a tafel no 

matter the proportion in the mixture. We 

saw last week that this applies even to the 

5 main grain foods that generally do not 

become batel when present for taste or 

nourishment no matter their proportion.  

Case 3  

The Shulchan Aruch (202 :1) refers a to the case of 

bread eaten after salty fish as included in hilchos ikar 

v’tafel. This is interesting as in this case the bread is 

not eaten together with the fish at all   but by the 

same token it is also not eaten for taste or 

nourishment but only to soothe the throat from the 

burning sensation of the salty fish.  Nevertheless, 

only one beracha is recited and the fish is the one 

considered the ikar as it is the desired food. In this 

case, the choice of fish as the ikar is not surprising at 

all; it is the fact that this example constitutes a case 

of ikar v’tafel in the first place.  
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Case 4  

The Shulchan Aruch (202:2) rules that when a fruit 

based mixture or filling is used on a totally bland 

cracker, the ikar is the fruit mixture and one does not 

make a beracha at all on the cracker as in this particular 

case, there is no significant taste to the cracker. The 

Mishna Berurah (212: §13) elaborates that in this case 

the cracker is used only as a substitute “utensil” so that 

one does not get dirty hands from handling the fruit 

mixture which is the main food.   The M”B 

adds that if the cracker is however sweet 

and tasty then one does make a beracha 

on the cracker.  The M”B (ibid) refers us 

back to siman 168 Se” k 45 where he 

states that if the biscuit and fruit mixture 

were baked together then only mezonos   

is made as the dough component is seen 

to have taken over the food in some sense 

with the fruit part becoming batel to it. 

However, if the fruit was added after the cracker was 

baked alone, then the fruit mixture does not become a 

tafel to the Mezonos and 2 berachas need to be made.  

The Shevet Halevi (chelek 7) takes this case of the M”B 

and extends it to foods eaten more commonly today 

but for which the same principles should apply. 

Examples include pancakes or blintzes with a decent 

serving of filling (cream, cheese, potatoes etc.)  which 

is doing more than just adding taste to the dough part. 

Depending on the amount of added filling one could 

potentially have to make 2 berachos – for instance 

Mezonos on the pancake itself and Shehakol on the 

cream. Further examples include ice cream on a sweet 

cone, vanilla slice or types of ice cream biscuit 

sandwiches (e.g. “cuties”) where the Mezonos part has 

a good sweet taste and is not just there to hold the ice 

cream. In all the above cases the “filling” is added after 

the Mezonos part is baked.  

The implied rule to be gleaned from these examples 

represents a further limitation to the principle relating 

to the primacy of the 5 grains in a mixture and adds a 

further dimension to our discussion last week.  The 5 

grains are primary only when the 2 ingredients are 

literally mixed together or if not, they are at least baked 

together. When the grain however   is eaten together 

but not combined in a mixture with other foods it does 

not necessarily become the ikar. In these situations, 

although the grain product beracha is Mezonos, this 

beracha will not exempt the accompanying ingredient 

from a beracha.   Note that the grain product itself 

(when present for taste) can never have a din of a tafel 

to be exempted from a beracha by some other food, 

although in practice it may actually be a tafel such as in 

the case of an ice-cream on a cone where the intent is 

certainly mainly for the ice cream and not the cone.  

5. A classic case of ikar v’tafel is that of a fruit salad 

made up of small pieces of fruits of different berachas 

such as pineapple and apples. This is a good example of 

foods that are mixed together such that the rule of ikar 

v’tafel should theoretically apply. But how are we to 

decide on which beracha to make?  In most cases of 

fruit salad, one has no particular preference for any one 

fruit and so we resort to the majority component to 

decide which beracha to make (Mishna Berura 212: §1). 

Indeed, the Derech Hachaim and 

Pri Megadim (cited in Biur Halacha 

D”H Im Haikar) rule that only one 

beracha is made based on the 

majority ingredient. The Chayei 

Odom however holds that if the 

pieces of fruit are clearly 

discernible then 2 berachas need 

to be made. Whilst the Biur 

Halacha paskens that we only 

make one beracha in this case due to the rule “safek 

berachas lehokel”, the Shevet Halevi rules against this 

and paskens that 2 berachas are made. He does not 

understand how it is possible that we should decide the 

beracha on the fruit salad based on a majority of even 

one or 2 small pieces of fruit when it is clear that the 

one eating in fact desires BOTH of the fruits equally! 

He thus claims that this is not strictly a case of “ikar 

v’tafel” but 2 “ikrim”.  

To further clarify this point we compare and contrast 

the above case of fruit salad with cholent. The Aruch 

Hashulchan rules that multiple berachas need to be 

made on cholent unless one is having an appreciable 

amount of barley on every spoonful together with the 

meat and potatoes in which case the barley is the ikar 

and only Mezonos need be made.   At first glance one 

might assume that the same machlokes regarding fruit 

salad could be applied to the case of cholent. However, 

the fact of the matter is that cholent usually contains 

larger pieces of meat and potatoes in addition to the 

barley that are usually consumed separate from each 

other   and so separate berachas need to be made. In 

our case of fruit salad, most spoonfuls will contain 

elements of Haetz and Haadoma and therefore this 

represents a bona fide mixture over which we must 

decide if and how to apply the rule of Ikar v’tafel. 

In summary, we have detailed a number of scenarios 

relevant to the laws of ikar v’tafel. We have seen that 

although generally foods eaten together are subject to 

these laws, this is not necessarily always the case. 

There are times when foods eaten together may not be 

considered ikar v’tofel necessitating 2 berachas   and, 

as well, there are times when 2 foods may be 

considered ikar v’tofel even when not eaten together 

at all.  
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Shiurim for Bracha Achrona – updated to include drinks 

A bracha rishona is always required prior to eating or drinking, even on a tiny amount (MB 210:3)1. However to recite a 

bracha achrona, a certain quantity – termed kzayis for solids or reviis for liquids2 – must be consumed within a certain 

time limit – termed ‘kdei-achilas-pras’.  

However because of the doubt as to how much a kzayis or reviis is and what is the exact duration of ‘kdei-achilas-pras’, 

the practical application of these terms depends on the scenario. 

Scenario 
What this means in practice for 

solids 
What this means in 
practice for liquids 

Halacha in this scenario3 

Ate or drank less than 
a kezayis 

To stay clear of the doubt as to 
how much a kzayis is, this means 
one should have less than 15 cm3 

(Dirshu 17) 

To stay clear of the doubt 
whether the shiur kezayis 
applies to liquids as well, 

one should drink less than 
a kzayis, however in this 

case one can be lenient to 
only have to drink less 

than 28.8 mL (see 
footnote for calculation)4. 

No bracha achrona is recited (Mechaber)5. 
 
 

Ate/drank at least a 
kzayis/reviis and 

within the time-span 
of ‘kdei-achilas-pras’ 

To stay clear of the doubt as to 
how much a kzayis is, one should 
eat at least 28.8 cm3 (Dirshu 17), 

and because of the doubt 
regarding the exact duration of 
‘kdei-achilas-pras’ one must eat 
the kzayis within the time-span 

of lechatchila 3 minutes, 
bedieved up to 6 minutes (Dirshu 

9) 

One should drink at least 
86.4mL (Dirshu 17), within 

the time-span of 
lechatchila 3 minutes, 

bedieved up to 6 minutes 
(Dirshu 9)6. 

A bracha achrona is recited (MB 1) 

Ate/drank a 
kzayis/reviis but after 

the time-span of 
‘kdei-achilas-pras’ 

Ate the kzayis over a time-span 
longer than 6 minutes (Dirshu 9)7. 

Drank the reviis over a 
time-span longer than 6 

minutes (Dirshu 9). 
No bracha achrona is recited (MB 1) 

One is unsure if one 
ate/drank a 

kzayis/reviis or 
unsure that had 

within the time-span 
of ‘kdei-achilas-pras’ 

Unsure if ate at least 28.8 cm3 
within 6 minutes. 

Unsure if drank at least 
86.4mL within 6 minutes. 

No bracha achrona is recited, however it is 
preferable that one eat/drink another 

kzayis/reviis within ‘kdei-achilas-pras’ in 
order to recite the bracha achrona and 

have in mind what one ate previously. If 
unable to eat/drink more, then one should 

think the bracha achrona in one’s heart 
(Dirshu 8). 

Either: 

 Eating a cold ice-

cream 

 Drinking a hot 

tea/coffee 

 
Where it is common and normal practice to consume these in a 

time span of longer than ‘kdei-achilas-pras’ (bedieved 6 
minutes). 

MB 1 states that the minhag is not to say a 
bracha achrona, however later Achronim 

(Dirshu 15) advise that one should say the 
bracha achrona. ‘Men of worth’ delay 

consuming the last kzayis/reviis until it has 
reached a temperature that can consume 

within ‘kdei-achilas-pras’ (MB 1). 

 
1 With a few exceptions, e.g. water if not thirsty (See Siman 204:7 for exact details) or food that is not considered edible (see Siman 202:2 for one 
example), or being forced to eat against one’s will (See Siman 204:8 for details) 
2 There is a doubt that perhaps the shiur of kzayis applies to liquids as well, this is taken into account in the first row of the chart as per the Mechaber 
and MB11. 
3 This chart applies to wherever the bracha achrona is obligated d’rabanan, not d’oraisa – i.e. whether Borei Nefashos, Mein Shalosh (although some 
hold that mein shalosh for the seven kinds of Israel is d’oraisa the Chazon Ish holds it is only d’rabanan –Dirshu 209:22), or even applies to Birkas 
Hamazon, as long as one ate less than kdei-svio (satiation). See SH 10 for parameters of kdei-svio.  
4 MB11 and SH27 rule that can be lenient and assume that a kezayis is a third of a reviis, and R’ Elyashiv and Shevet Halevi state that can rely on R’ 
Noeh shiur of 86.4mL for reviis with regards to bracha achrona (Dirshu 17) so therefore 86.4mL divided by 3 equals 28.8mL.  
5 Even if less than a kezayis, to avoid doubt of whether one should say a bracha achrona one should not eat a whole, still intact (i.e. un-cut or crushed) 
‘briyah’, e.g. grape, raisin, bean, sunflower seed. Some say one should not even have a piece that is whole, e.g. orange piece that is intact. (MB 6, Dirshu 
19, 20)   
6 This relies on the ruling of the Gra (MB 1) and the Chazon Ish (Dirshu 14) that have until kdei-achilas-pras to drink the reviis. However see MB 1 and 
SH 12 where the Mechaber is stricter with regards to liquids that must drink the reviis within the same time without a pause. 
7 Some hold that if ate 17.3 cm3 within 4 minutes, then have up to 8 minutes to eat more so that one eats 25.3 cm3 in total (Dirshu 9). 
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The Weekly Shmiras HaLashon 
(Based on Sefer Chofetz Chaim – Dirshu edition)

 Reuven comes into his dorm-room in Yeshivah and finds 
that someone has been using some of his items without 
permission. Reuven asks his room-mate ‘who has been 
using my stuff without permission?’ If Reuven is asking 
leto’eles to ask the offender for monetary compensation 
[in a case where the halachah is that he can demand 
payment in beis din] or to prevent similar actions of using 
his property without consent in the future, the room-
mate may answer him. If, however, it is clear that Reuven 
just want to vent his frustration and anger at the offender, 
one is not allowed to tell him. If Reuven’s intentions are 
not clear, one should ask him to clarify if there is a 
constructive purpose involved or not [unless Reuven is 
always careful with the halachos of lashon hara, in which 
case one is allowed to assume that the matter is leto’eles]  
(p. 519, note 36). 
  

 Group-therapy can be very problematic as far as lashon 
hara is concerned, as the person can be sharing personal 
complaints against another individual with the entire 
group. Since the people in the group are not qualified to 
give him advice [only the leader of the group is in that 
position] it can therefore be stated that there is no to’eles 
in the whole group hearing the lashon hara (R’ N. Karelitz) 
(see further p. 551, note 69). 

 

 A girl in shidduchim gets rejected by a boy after they 
meet and the girl feels extremely down about it. As a 
potential way to help her, would it be allowed to tell this 
girl about the chesronos (that she did not know about) of 
the boy, and thereby make her feel better about the fact 
that the shidduch did not work out? R’ Elyashiv is of the 
opinion that this would be lashon hara and may not be 
said. The only thing one could say is ‘this boy was not 
suitable for you’ (ibid.). 

רחסימן   

1.  One who eats fruits from the ‘seven species’8, if they 

grew in Eretz Yisroel one recites “ ועל פרותיהעל הארץ  ”.  

If the fruits grew in the diaspora one recites “ על הארץ

   [Mechaber 10] .”ועל הפרות

2.  There is a dispute regarding one who eats a mixture of 
fruit from Eretz Yisroel and from the diaspora… [Dirshu 
note 48] 

 The Steipler zt”l, Rav Elyashiv zt”l ruled that one 

should recite פרותיה. 

 Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l paskened that one 

should recite הפרות. 

3. Upon drinking a riviis of wine the custom is to recite 

על  however, if one would recite ”על הארץ ועל הגפן“

 he would be yotzei bedieved. [MB 56] הארץ ועל הפרות

4.  One who ate fruit for the seven species9 together with 

apples, only recites a  ועל הפרות  and exempts the apple.  
However, one who ate apples and drank wine needs to 
recite a borei nefashos on the apple as well as the 
appropriate beracha achrona on the wine.  Similarly, one 
who ate a ha’adama food with fruit from the seven 
species or wine needs to make a borei nefashos on the 
ha’adama food. [Mechaber 13] 

5.  One who mistakenly recited a borei pri hagafen on 
grapes, or an al haperios, is yotzei bedieved. [Mechaber 
15] 

6.  One who recited a ha’etz on wine need not go back 
and recite a hagafen. [MB 70] 

7.  A borei pri hagafen on wine exempts all other drinks 
that are in front of the individual, from a beracha rishona 
and achrona. [Mechaber 16, MB 72, Shaar Hatziyun 70] 

8.  One should refrain from drinking the majority of a 
reviis of wine together with other drinks because there 
exists a doubt if he is obligated in an ‘al hagefen’ thereby 
creating a doubt as to whether the drinks require a borei 
nefashos.  [Shaar Hatziyun 70] 

9.  One who mistakenly recited birchas hamazon on a 
mezonos food need not go back and recite the correct 
beracha achrona.10 [MB 75]    

10.  One who recited birchas hamazon after drinking wine 
or eating dates is yotzei bedieved.11 [Mechaber 17] 

11.  The Igros Moshe rules that one who drank less than 
a reviis of wine and ate a shiur of mezonos should include 
al hagefen in his beracha achrona.12  Rav Shlomo Zalman 
Aurbach disagreed and held there is no need to include 
this in one’s beracha achrona, since less than a shiur was 
consumed there is no inyan to recite a beracha achrona. 
[Dirshu note 85] 
                                                           
8 Grapes, pomegranates, dates, figs, or olives. 
9 See footnote 1. 
10 Regarding someone who recited an al hamichya instead of birchas 
hamazon see Dirshu note 74. 
11 This is true even if one only said the first beracha of birchas hamazon. 
12 See Dirshu note 85 who quotes a sefer who reports that he heard 
from a reliable source that Rav Moshe reversed this ruling in the end of 
his life deciding that one should not include the al hagefen in the 
beracha achrona.  However, the compiler of this publication once 
discussed this with a great-grandson of Rav Moshe who informed me 
that he asked his grandfather, Rav Reuven Feinstein shlita this very 
question and Rav Reuven responded that his father did not rescind this 
ruling. 
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